EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO STAY CONNECTED

T-Link service is based on cloud architecture.

- Simplicity: access and interface
- Scalability: no matter fleet dimension
- Availability: real time data
- Security: advanced encryption
- Collaborative: any location

You can access T-Link on your PC or mobile device: the application interface seamlessly adapts to every screen size. This gives you the freedom to be in control of your fleet data anytime and from anywhere, as long as Internet is available.

Every crane in the fleet gets connected: business and technical managers can centrally gather a wide range of real time data and run a variety of analysis to assess their fleet's performance. T-Link is a powerful yet simple tool to optimize efficiency and reduce costs.
T-Link allows you to visualize your cranes on the map by standard or satellite view. Easily select the crane you are interested in or visualize multiple cranes deployed on the same site. The map displays the crane status: offline, stand by, working, in alarm, powered off. By selecting a crane you can access its near real time data.

T-Link has 11 analytics templates and if not enough, you can use T-Link’s configurable analytics engine to create your own combinations of 35 parameters. You can monitor parts wear and under which conditions the crane has been operating. Moreover, you can predict maintenance needs. Data can be visualized as charts or tables, printed or downloaded. If you run a rental business, T-Link analytics allows you to bill operational time and stand by time differently.
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